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1. Need a traffic light and safe bicycle and pedestrian passage.  Countless situations where cars put
peds in danger due to lack of sidewalk, traffic light, shoulder, or speed control.



2. SB MD 2 onto JHR during high demand hours, backups extend into the intersection.  This is from
a lack of coordination with the signal at Walmart.

Intersection at Evening Star – needs a signal.  During high volume, impossible to safely turn left
onto Jumpers.  Turning right and making a U-turn requires a long detour.  Part of the problem is
volume, but there is low visibility around the turn to the north.

Turning left onto Evening Star is a safety hazard – long wait times in the road for a gap.  Other
vehicles pass on the shoulder at high speed – additional safety hazard for drivers, peds, and
cyclists.  There needs to be a turn lane.

A signal is not needed during low-volume hours.  Only raelly an issue during rush hour, in the
evening.  If a signal is put in, it should flash yellow for JHR and red for the side streets during off-
peak.

At MD 177, turning left from JHR onto WB MD 177 during high volume, backups often extend
into intersection.  I once waited 4 cycles to get onto JHR since only 1-2 cars were able to turn.

RT from JHR onto EB MD 177, the shoulder abruptly ends before intersection.  This is a cyclist
safety hazard – they have to enter the travel lanes to continue.  This could also become a right
turn lane to allow vehicles to turn when traffic is clear.

General: Entire section needs safety ped and bike amenities.  There are some sidewalks and
shoulders, but they are not connected.  No safe passage for peds and bikes to go from
residential area of Creekstone Village and Woodholme to the shopping center.

The County needs to consider safer passage for all users.  The studies show low ped and bike
activity, but this does not mean the demand is not there.  Most peple will not biek or walk if
they don’t feel safe.  The County should look at not just volume but also purpose of each car.
With high residential density, it may be that there are a lot of cars that could become bikes or
peds if infrastructure were available – this includes myself.

I prefer Alternative #7.  However, the trail should be on the east side instead of the west.  More
people would be able ot use the trail without crossing the street since the WalMart side is a
larger shopping center and the east side contains mor residences.  There are more foot
destionations to the east of JHR at MD 177 than on the west.

The trail should connect from MD 177 to the B&A Trail with crosswalks at each intersection to
safety connect all neighborhoods.  This will help the County’s goal of connection the B&A with
more places, giving acess to all neighborhoods along JHR.  Since MD 177 is being redesigned in
stages, continuing the trail down the peninsula will give even more people non-car access to
more places for short trips, reducing traffic for those passing through.



JHR at MD 2 – need safe ped crossings in both directions.  There is a crossing for MD 2 but not
JHR.  I tried to cross from Walmart to Aldi.  Ideally, I could cross MD 2 on the south side of JHR.
Instead I have to jaywalk across JHR on north side and walk in the grass along road to the
sidewalk, use the crosswalk to cross MD 2, walk down JHR to the light at LA fitness, cross JHR at
the light, and wlak around the back of the shopping center through the lot.

Aldi and Goodwill cater to low-income families, who may not own cars.  These places should be
accessible by foot.  I like to run errands on foot when possible.

Jaywalking is regular around here because peds were an afterthought when the roads were
designed.  It’s not safe to cross 5 lanes of traffic with existing conditions.  High grass and trash
makes it even worse.  Please factor in those who choose not to walk because they only would if I
were safer.



3. Sidewalks and bike lanes will not stop the amount of traffic on the road or curb speeding.
Nobody drives the speed limit.  Trucs, buses, and cars average at least 40 MPH or higher.  A MTA
bus came close to hitting my wife – the driver was speeding and was over the white edge line.
Please feel free to come observe traffic from our driveway and look at the high speeds.  This
road is dangerous with numerous accidents, but luckily none were fatal.  This should be made a
one-way street to make it safer.



4. Walking along the road is dangerous.  We need sidwalks on both isdes.  Issues got worse when
Walmart came in.  I sometimes see bikes along the road but rarely.  Sidewalks would be
sufficient.  A light is badly needed at Woodholme Circle.  It is difficult from both sides to get
onto JHR and nearly impossible to cross it.



5. JHR is a nightmare.  I don’t drive.  If I want to go to the shopping center, walking is terrible with
no sidewalks and high speed traffic.  Trying to get out of the community is a long wait.



6. Dangers for peds.  Cars won’t slow down and they go around cars waiting to turn left onto
Woodholme Circle.  Cars would sometimes go into our yard despite the white line.  We planted
bushes, and they drove over them.  Now there is a guardrail that gets hit every few weeks.
Pedestrians would be putting themselves in harm’s way.



7. The project stated no short term congestion improvements at Evening Star/Ashberry.  The study
shot down putting a signal there, where it is difficult to make a left turn.  The turn is suicidal to
get to Route 2 (towards Walmart).  The report states that a signal is not warranted due to low
volumes of left turns exiting onto JHR.  Adding sidewalks and bike paths would improve the area
but does not seem to be a priority by your office.

We need a light at Ashberry. For our safety and for the community at Creekstone Village.
Observations of too few cars trying to turn left is not a result of there being no demand, but
because it is not safe, so we choose other options.  The only other option is to exit through the
shopping center.

MY comments to my neighbords on the traffic light being denied drew commnets from them
that they use the back exit.  Going past Planet Fitness is safer, even if it adds distance to a
planned trip.

The left turn from Evening Star, depending on time of day, is not safe and contributes to a
dangerous situation of more auto and ped crashes occurring.



8. …



9. JHR at Evening Star is a death trap.  Too much traffic coming in and out of Evening Star t make a
turn safely.  Community at Creekstone and Timberlake townhomes has increased substantially
and so has the traffic.  It is a bus stop for many children.  To make it safer to turn and for kids to
cross, JHR needs sidewalk and a traffic light at the Evening Star intersection.



10. At MD 2, I have concerns over:
· Revised lane config.
· New developments in place with more development planned
· More demand for through than LT movements – there should be 2 TH lanes and 1 LT

lane
· Through lane backs up through signal at LA Fitness



11. With the new development and Walmart, there is so much traffic.  In addition to MTA bus #14,
there are 15 intersections on this stretch.  The speed limit is not followed.  We need more speed
limit signs, bike lanes, sidewalk, and trails.  Please install new stop signs and crosswalks at all
intersections.



12. I bought a home in the area due to its proximity to the B&A trail.  After I bought, I realized JHR is
not bike-friendly.  I have not yet dared to ask friends to attempt the <0.25-mile stretch from the
entrance of my community to MD 2, let alone cross MD 2 to the B&A trail.

The first time I rode on JHR, I was hit by a car.  The driver cursed me out and drove off.  I have
not ridden on JHR since.  Updating this road is crucial.  I recently talked to residents who are
scared to cross any part of the road by bike or foot.  The volume of ped and bike traffic noted in
the are was not insignificant but is hampered by these conditions.  The area needs an upgrade
but the construction of safe ways around, especially for peds and bikes, will increase usage.

Current construction and layout of this section indicates an overdue need for upgrades and
modernization.  Existing construction in the area will cause more strain on the road.  The
multifamily zoned area, Creekstone, is not done yet, and the sections that are done are not yet
at their full capacity.  With more residents coming and more job opportunities, there is no way
this road can be left as is.


